
COMBINATORIAL LEMMAS IN HIGHER DIMENSIONS

BY

O. BARNDORFF-NIELSEN AND GLEN BAXTER

1. Introduction. The starting point for the investigations reported on in this

paper was the following result, due to Spitzer and Widom [3], which generalized

a similar result due to Kac [2].

Theorem 1.1. Let U = {uk; k = l,2,---,n} be a set of n 2-dimensional vectors

and lei sk — u1 + ••• + uk, /c=l,--,n. If a: ii,i2,---,i„ is any permutation of

1,2, •••,n, we let sk(o) = uh + •■• +uik, k= !,•••,n. Finally, let T„(o) denote the

length of the boundary of the convex hull K(o) of the path sx(<t), •••,s„(<r) (i.e.,

the convex hull of the point-set 0,sM)' s2(<7)>'">sn((J))- Then

(1.1) lT» = 2l£^|st(<7)|.
a a  k = l K

If we denote the sum of the vectors in a subset A of U by uA and the number

of vectors in A by nA, then (Linean also be written

(1.2) 1 T„(c) = 21 (nA - l)!(n - nA)\\uA\.
a A

Spitzer and Widom derived their result from a formula of Cauchy, expressing

the length of the circumference of a compact, convex set in the plane in terms of

the lengths of the projections of the set on the lines of the plane and from a lemma

of Kac [2, p. 507], asserting the validity of formula (1.1) in the limiting case

where the vectors in U all lie on the same line. Thus, in spite of the purely com-

binatorial nature of this lemma, their proof was not combinatorial. Then one

of us (see [1]) succeeded in giving a combinatorial proof of Theorem 1.1 and on

the basis of this result the following conjecture was made.

Let V„(o) denote the area of K(o) and let T(uAl,uAl) denote the area of a

triangle with sides uAl,uÄ2 and uAl + uÄ2. Then

(1.3) I Vn(a) = 2Z'(nAl - l)\(nA2 - l)!(n - nAl - nA2)\T(uAl,uA2)
a a

where the summation signT.' indicates that we are summing only over non-

empty, disjoint subsets Ax and A2 of U.
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It turned out that the natural way to prove the conjecture was to prove the

3-dimensional analogue of Theorem 1.1, the conjecture being a limiting case

thereof. This can be done by generalizing the methods and results in [1] to three

dimensions. In fact, propositions of the above-mentioned kind are valid in an

arbitrary number of dimensions, as shown in the sequel.

The clue to the whole investigation is the simple observation stated as Lemma

2.1 in §2. From this we derive (in §2) two combinatorial lemmas, 2.2 and 2.3,

which in turn are used in §3 to prove the generalizations of the results of Spitzer-

Widom and Kac and in §4 to obtain some formulas of probabilistic interest.

2. Combinatorial lemmas. Let U = {uk; k = l,-,n} be a set of n p-di-

mensional vectors and let s0 = 0, sk = Uy + •■■ + uk. If a: iy,—,in is any per-

mutation of 1,2,-,n, we let sk(a) = uh + - + uik. The notations uA and nA

will represent, respectively, the sum of the vectors in a subset A of U and the

number of vectors in A. The hyperplane determined by p - 1 linearly independent

p-dimensional vectors vitv2,";V,-i wil1 be denoted by y(vy,---,vp_y).

Definition 2.1. Let ut,u2,■■■,un be n p-dimensional vectors. We say the set

U = {uk; k = l,—,n} is skew with respect to the hyperplane y of R"if at most

one of the vectors uA,  A <= U is contained in y.

Our fundamental lemma may now be formulated as follows.

Lemma 2.1. Let U = {uk; k = l,-,n} be skew with respect to a (p - 1)-

dimensional hyperplane y containing s„ = m£/. Let H denote one of the half-

spaces detrmined by y. Then, there exists exactly one cyclic permutation a of

1,2,"-,n such that exactly m (m = 0,l,—,n- 1) of the points s1(tr),---,s„_1(o-)

lie in H. (See Figure 2.1 for an example with m = n - 1.)

Z^>
Figure 2.1
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Proof. Let e be the unit vector in H perpendicular to y. Since U is skew, there

exists one and only one index k such that exactly m of the inner products (e, sQ),

(e,st),•■•,(e,s„_t) are greater than (e,sk). The permutation a: k + 1, ■•-,«, i,---,k

has the property stated in the lemma. The uniqueness of a follows from the

uniqueness of k.

We need another definition.

Definition 2.2. Let U = {uk; k = 1,2,•••,»} be a set of n p-dimensional

vectors uk. We say the set is skew if every p-tuple of vectors uAi,uAl,---,uAp cor-

responding to (nonempty) disjoint subsets Au---,Af of U form a set of linearly

independent vectors.

Let U = {uk; k — \, ••-,«} be a fixed, skew set of p-dimensional vectors and

let o be any permutation of 1,2,••-,». Clearly, any edge in the convex hull of

the path

(2.1) Si(o),s2(a),—,aJ[<t)

is the sum of the vectors in some subset A of U, and this subset is uniquely deter-

mined by the edge since U is skew. Now, let AuA2,---,Ar be r disjoint, nonempty

subsets of U, r = p — 2 or p — 1. Lemma 2.1 enables us to count exactly how

many times the whole path

(2-2) uAl,uAi + uAl,---,uAl + ... + uA

lies in the boundary of the convex hull of (2.1), as a ranges over all permutations

of l,2,--,n, i.e., how many times uAi,uAj,---,uAr axe simultaneously edges such

that the endpoint of uAp coincides with the startpoint of uA +,, p == 1,2, • • -, r — 1.

To avoid having to adopt a convention for degenerate cases we assume from

now on that n^ p.

Lemma 2.2. Let U = {uk; k — 1, ••■,n} be a fixed, skew set of n p-dimensional

vectors (p > 1) and let Ay, •••,¿/)_1 be fixed, nonempty and disjoint subsets of

U. Then the whole path

(2-3) uAl,uAi + uÁ2,--,uA¡ + uAl + ■■■ + uAp_t

appears in the boundary of the hull of exactly

(2.4) 2(nA¡ - l)l(nA2 - 1)1 -{nAp_t - l)!(n - nAi-nAp.j)\

of the n ! paths Sy(a), s2(o),---,s„(o) as a ranges over all permutations.

Proof. Let u0 = — s„ and let ¿0 denote the complement of ¿1U¿2U---U¿p_1

in U0 = {m1,m2,-",«„,u0}. We call

(2.5) S»>S2(<7),-,SB(<7),W0
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the completed path associated with u^,«^,---,«^. Let Hy and H2 be the two

halfspaces in R determined by the hyperplane y = y(uAl,uAl, ■■■,uAp¡). We

include y in both /7, and H2. We can think of any completed path (2.5) whose

hull-boundary contains (2.3) as subdivided naturally into p ordered sets of vectors

Ay(a),A2(a),---,Ap_y(a) and A0(a), A¡(a) being the set ¿; with the ordering

induced by a (i = 0,l,---,p — I). The paths corresponding to each of these

ordered sets of vectors must lie either all in H y or all in H2. Moreover, any or-

dering of the vectors in Ay,---,Ap_x and ¿0 subject to the condition that their

paths lie in the same half-space Hj(j = 1,2) gives rise to a completed path

s^cr),•■•,sn(a),u0 the origin being determined from the position of u0 in the

ordering of ¿0. Thus we need only to count how many different orderings of

vectors in Ay, ••-,¿p_1 and ¿0 there are such that all p subpaths lie in the same

half-space H}.

The sets Ay,---,Ap.y and A0 are all skew with respect to y(uAl,---,uAn_/)

since U is skew. Hence, from Lemma 2.1, we find that there are

(nAl - l)!...(m.... - l)!(n - nAi-nAp.t)\

different ways of ordering Ay, •••,¿p_1 and ¿0 such that all p subpaths lie in Hu

say. Taking into account also H2, the proof is completed.

Let B1,B2,---,BP_1 be p - 1 subsets of U. We say the ordered (p - l)-tuple

By, —,Bp-y has the property (*) (with respect to Au ■••,¿p_2) if

By,--,Bp-y are nonempty and disjoint and there exist indices

(*)      v1,v2,—,vp_2   such   that   0 ^ vt < v2 < ••• < vp_2 ̂  p - 1   and

BV1 + 1 UBV2 = Ay,   BV2 + 1 UBV3 = ¿2,-,Bv _3 + 1 UBV _2 = ¿p_2.

In other words each ¿¿is one of the Bks, with the possible exception that exactly

one of the Aks is the union of two Bks.

Lemma 2.3. Let U = {uk; k = 1,2, •-,«} be a fixed,skew set of p-dimen-

sional vectors and let AX,A2, •••,¿p_2 be p — 2 fixed,nonempty and disjoint

subsets of U. Then, the whole path

(2.6) uAl,uAl + uAl,-,uAl + - + uAp_7

lies in the boundary of the hull of exactly

(2.7) l*(nBl - l)l(nB2 - 1)! •(»*„_, - 1)!(» - «b,-"«„.,)!

of the n! paths Sy(a),---,sn(a) as a ranges over all permutations. Here Z* indi-

cates that we are summing only over ordered (p — l)-tuples B1,---,Bp_1 with

the property (*).

Proof. Let Bt,B2, ■•■,BP^1 be p — 1 subsets of U satisfying (*). If the path

uBl'uBi + "b2)"-»ub, -i— + MBP-, appears in the boundary of the hull of

Sy(a),---,s„(a), then so does (2.6). Conversely, assume that the path (2.6) appears
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in the boundary of the convex hull of s^rr), ■••,s„(<r) and let us consider one of the

two sides (of dimension p — 1) of the hull which contains (2.6). Since V is skew,

the side contains exactly p vertices of the path sx(cr), ■■■,sn(a). Let these vertices

be numbered 1,2, ••-,? in accordance with their ordering on the path and let

B¡, i = 1,2, •••,{) — 1 denote the subset of U corresponding to the vector from

vertex number i to vertex number i + 1. Then Bu--,Bp_i has the property (*).

We may therefore determine the number n(Ai,---,Ap-2) of times the path

uAi>uA, + ua2>''<uAi + •'" + ua.-2 appears in the boundary of the hull of

SiO7)* ••■>s„(<r) as follows. To any fixed, ordered (p — l)-tuple B1,-,Bp^l with

the property (*) we count how many times the path uBl,---,uBl + ••• + mb„_,

appears in the boundary of the hull of sM), ■••,s„(a) as a ranges over all permuta-

tions. Let us denote this number by n(Br, •••,Bp_1). Then

(2-8) n(¿1,-,¿p_2) = yI*n(B1,-,Bp_1)

where   Z* indicates that we are summing only over  ordered   (p — l)-tuples

B^-'-.Bp., satisfying (*).

According to Lemma 2.2 we have

(2.9)      n(Bu-,Bp_j) = 2(nBl - 1)! •■•(»,.., - l)!(n - nBl-»,,_,)!.

3. Volume and surface area of convex polyhedrons. In this section we

derive from Lemma 2.2 a number of combinatorial formulas relating to the

volume and surface area of p-dimensional convex polyhedrons. Let again

U = {uk; k = l,--,n} be a fixed skew set of n p-dimensional vectors and let a

be any permutation of 1,2, -",n. We shall denote the volume and the surface

area of the convex hull K(o) of the path si(o-),s2(ff), •■•,s„(cr) by Vn(a) and Tn(cs),

respectively. The (p — l)-dimensional measure of the convex hull of the path

"Ay^A, + uÄ2,---,uAl + ■•■ +uAn_1 where Ap,~-,AP-V is any set of p - 1 non-

empty and disjoint subsets of U, will be denoted by T(uAi,uAl,---,uA _,).

In order to clarify the exposition we have chosen to discuss the cases p = 1,2

and 3 before passing over to the general results.

Let p = 2. Then T„(a) is the length of the boundary of K(a) and we have the

following formula due to Spitzer and Widom :

(3.1) 2 7» = 2l(nA- l)!(n - nj! | uA\,
a A

where | uA \ is the length of the vector uA.

As was pointed out in [1], this relation may be proved as follows. By definition,

Tn(o) equals the sum of the lengths of the edges in K(a). It was mentioned in §2

that each edge in K(a) is the sum of the vectors in a uniquely determined subset

A of U. According to Lemma 2.2, the vector uA appears as an edge in exactly
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2(nA — 1) !(n — nA)\ of the convex hulls R(cr) as a ranges over all permutations.

This proves the formula (3.1).

Next, let p = 3. In this case, T„(<r) equals the surface area of the 3-dimensional

polyhedron K(a), T(uA¡,uAl) is the area of a triangle with sides uAl,uAl, and

uAt + uAl, and

(3.2)       I T„(a) = 2 ¿Z'(nAi - l)\(nAl -l)\(n-nA¡- nÁ2)\ T(uA„uÁ2)

where the summation sign £ ' indicates that we are summing only over ordered

pairs of nonempty, disjoint subsets ¿t and ¿2 of U. The proof of this relation is

completely analogous to that of (3.1). Formula (3.2) can be reduced to a form

more in line with the formulas of Kac [2] and Spitzer-Widom [3] :

(3.2') ST„(<t) = 2I    i     -Lf(sk(a),sm(a)),
a a   k,m=l   Km

where f(sk(a), sm(a)) is the area of the triangle with vertices at 0, sk(a), sm(a).

The general theorem is as follows.

Theorem 3.1. Let U = {uk; k = l, ■•■,n} be a fixed, skew set of p-dimensional

vectors, let T„(a) be the surface area of the convex hull of the path

si(°~),s2(a),---,s„(a)and let T(uAt,—,uA¡¡_¡) be the (p - l)-dimensional measure

of the convex hull of the path uAi,uAi + uAl,—,uAi + ••• + uA _,. Then

? Tn(a)

= 2H'(nA-l)\-(nAp_-l)\(n-nAl-nA,_t)\ T(uAl,-,uAn_t)

where the summation sign £' indicates that we are summing only over ordered

(p-l)-tuples of nonempty, disjoint subsets Ax,A2,---,Ap_y of U.

Proof. The left side in (3.3) equals the sum of the areas with (p - ^-dimen-

sional measures of the sides in the convex hulls K(a), where a ranges over all

permutations. Each side in a given R(cr) is the convex hull of one and only one

subpath uAi,uAi + uA2,---,uAl + - + uAp_l of Sy(a),s2(a),-,s„(a), where

^i»^'-".^,,-! are nonempty and disjoint. Lemma 2.2 tells us that this parti-

cular subpath will appear in the boundary of exactly

2(nAl - 1)! -(nAp.t - l)!(n - nAl-n^.,)!

of the hulls K(a) as a ranges over all permutations. This completes the proof.

Let p = 1. In their proof of formula (3.1), Spitzer and Widom exploited a

result of M. Kac [2] to the effect that

G.4) £ ( max sk(a) -    min   sk(a) I = Z  Z   -¡-\ sk(a)\.
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Formula (3.4) is in fact a limiting case of (3.1). To see this, we note that the right

hand side of (3.4) may be written as

~- I, i max sk(<r) -    rnin sk(cr)) = T.(nA-l)\(n-nA)\\uA\.

To any set U = {uk; k = l,--,n} of (nondegenerate) 1-dimensional vectors we

may find a skew set Z = {zk; k = l,--,n} of 2-dimensional vectors zk such that

the projection of zk on the line containing the vectors in U is equal to uk,

k = 1, ••-,«. We may actually find a whole sequence Z(1),Z(2), •••,Z(0, ••■ of sets

Z(,) = {z£°; k = i, ••-,»} of the above-mentioned type such that zkl)->uk as

i -*■ co (k = 1, •••, n). For each set Z(l), a formula like (3.1) holds; in symbols

(3.6) I T„(iV) = 2 Z K - 1) ! (n - nA) ! 7(2« ).
<T .4

As i approaches infinity we have

(3.7) T„(i)((T) -» 2 (  max sfc(<r)   -  min s4(a))

and

(3.8) ni!P)-*no-l«i|
and this verifies (3.5) (and hence (3.4)).

Now, let p = 2. We have the following 2-dimensional analogue of formula

(3.5):

(3.9)        Z K» = Z'(nAi - l)\(nA2 - 1) !(n - nAl - nAl)\T(uAl,uAl)
a

where, by definition, Vn(o) is the area of the convex hull of sl(<r)^s2(a)' •">sn(°')-

(The summation sign Z' indicates the sum over all ordered and nonempty,

disjoint subsets ¿t and ¿2 of U.) In fact, somewhat more is true. Suppose that

to every given ordered pair A,,A2 of nonempty, disjoint subsets of U, we

have (nAl - l)\(nA2 - l)!(n - nAj - nAl)\ triangles with sides uAl and uM.

It is then possible to arrange all these triangles into n! groups, each group cor-

responding to one of the n ! permutations a, in such a way that within each group

the triangles may be fitted together so as to cover exactly the convex hull of the

path determined by the permutation which characterizes the group.

If, for instance, the set U consists of the four vectors below, and if we have

Uj u2 «3 m4

4

Figure 3.1
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four triangles with sides ux and u2 (two corresponding to the pair ult u2 and two

to the pair u2, Uy), four with sides Uy and u3,etc, two triangles with sides Uy and

u2 + u3, etc.. then these may be fitted together in a (by no means unique) way,

so as to cover exactly and at the same time all the n ! = 24 convex hulls generated

by Uy,---,m4. An example of such a covering is shown in Figure 3.2, where the

triangles have been numbered with congruent triangles having the same number.

Table 3.1 reveals which vectors determine a given triangle.

15?    B>  4s}

4   ¿S3

Figure 3.2a

P>
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Figure 3.3
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Table 3.1

triangle determined triangle determined
no. by no. by

1 Uy,U2 14      U3,Uy + u4

2 Uy,u3 15    u3,u2 + u4

3 Uy,U4 16      U4,Uy + u2

4 u2,u3 17 u4,Uy + u3

5 u2,u4 18 u4,u2 + u3

6 «3,«4 19 Uy,U2 + u3 + u4

7 Uy,U2 + U3 20 U2,Uy + u3 + u4

8 Uy,U2 + U4 21 U3,Uy + u2 + u4

9 U,,M3 + H4 22 «4,«! + M2 + «3

10 «2,«! + t/3 23 M1+t/2,M3 + U4

11 W2,Ui + «4 24 ux + u3,u2 + M4

12 U2,U3 + W4 25 Uy + «4, M2 + U3

13 U 3, U ! + U2

To see this,let us consider a skew set Z of 4 3-dimensional vectors zt,z2,z3

and z4 such that zk projects into uk, k = l,---,4. In our example the z-vectors

have the coordinates zt = (0,2,0), z2 = (1,2,1), z3 = (3, —1,2) and z4 =

( — 2,-2,-3) (see Figure 3.3). Let e be a unit vector perpendicular to the

plane y spanned by w1,---,w4 and let K0(a), a: ilt i2, i3, i4, be the convex hull of

the path zh, zit + zh, zu + zh + zh, zu + zh + zh + zu. We provide each of the

triangular sides of K0(a) with a unit vector/ perpendicular to the side and pointing

away from K0(a). Let us call a side with unit vector / red if the inner product

(e,f) is positive and white if (e,f) is negative ((e,f) cannot be a zero since Z is

skew). The red triangles project onto y into (nonoverlapping) triangles fitting

together so as to cover exactly the convex hull of utl, •■-,uii-\-hu¡4.Each of the

projected triangles is the convex hull of one and only one subpath uAl, uAl + uAl

of «¡J,--, uh+ ■■■ + uu and is the projection of the convex hull of the uniquely

determined subpath of zh,---,zit+ ■-■ + z¡4 which projects into uAl, uAi + uAl.

According to Lemma 2.2 this subpath of zh,---,zh + ■•• + zu lies in the boundary

of exactly 2(n4l - 1) \(nAl - 1) !(n - nAl - nAl) ! of the convex hulls K0(a),

there determining either a red or a white side of K0(a). As may be seen from the

proof of that lemma, the subpath must give rise to equally many red and white

sides. This proves the assertion.

Note that the decomposition of the hulls into triangles as described above is not

unique. There are several possible decompositions depending on the values of the

third components of the vectors zlt»'tzA. The appearance of a given triangle in

one of the hulls indicates that a certain set of inequalities is satisfied. If the third

components are altered, the inequalities may be reversed, in which case a new

decomposition will arise. Nonetheless, the total set of triangles remains unaltered.
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We now formulate the general result, which may be proved by a straight-

forward modification of the argument given above for the case p = 2 and

n = 4.

Theorem 3.2. Let U — {uk;k = 1, ■••,n} be a fixed, skew set of p-dimensional

vectors. Suppose that to every given ordered set Al,A2,---,Ap of p nonempty,

disjoint subsets of U, we have

(nAi - 1)1(1»^ - 1)! -(nAo - l)!(n - nAi-nA)\

copies of the convex hull of the path uA¡, uA¡ + uÄ2,---,uAl + •■■ + uAn. It is then

possible to arrange all these convex polyhedrons into n! groups in at least one

way such that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the groups and the

n! permutations and such that within each group the polyhedrons may be

fitted together so as to yield the convex hull of the path s1(<r),s2(a), ■•■,sn(a)

determined by the permutation which characterizes the group.

Denoting the volume of the convex hull of the path s^ct), ••■,s„(<t) by Vn(o)

and the volume of the convex hull of the path uAt,---,uAl + ••• 4- uAv by

T(uAi,---,uA ) we consequently have

(3.10)   ZK»= l'(nA¡-l)l-(nAn-l)\(n-nAí-nA)\  T(uAl,-,uAp)
a

where the summation sign Z ' indicates that we are summing only over nonempty,

disjoint subsets AuA2,---,Ap of U. Theorem 3.2 remains true even if U

= {uk; k = 1, •••, n} is not skew.

4. Applications to probability theory. The formulas given in §§2 and 3

may be used to obtain results of probabilistic interest. We illustrate this by some

examples.

Let Xk = (Xkl), •••,Xkp)); k = l,---,n, be a set of n independent and identi-

cally distributed p-dimensional random variables. We assume for convenience

that X[l), ■ ■ ■,Xkp) have a joint density function; this implies that with proba-

bility one XU---,X„ is skew. If o: iu•••,i„ is any permutation of !,•••,n, we let

S0(o) = 0, SM) = Xh,---,Sn(a) = xii + ••• + ^;„and we denote the convex hull

of the path S^c), •■•,S„(a) by K(o). We shall indicate the identity permutation

o: l,2,---,n by deleting the symbol (a) from our notations. The expectation of a

random variable X will be denoted by E{X}.

Example 4.1. Let Hn(a) be the number of sides in K(o). Then, by the iden-

tical distribution property we have £{//„} = E{Hn(aj] for any permutation a

and hence

(4-1) E{H„} = l£JZ//„(<7)).
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The summation on the right in (4.1) equals the total number of sides in the n!

hulls K(a) as a ranges over all permutations.

Thus, if p = 2, we have according to Lemma 2.2 (with probability one)

(4.2) S Hn(a)  = 2l(nA-l)\(n-nA)l
a A

= it  (nk\(k-i)\(n-k)\

"    1

= 2nl^   "F-
k = l     K

Hence

(4.3) £{//„}   = 2 ¿   -f -zlogn.

Similarly, if p = 3, we find from Lemma 2.2

(4.4) £{//„} = 2"l  "Z   J- ~ 2(log n)2.
Jt = l   m = l  K   m

Example 4.2. Let p = 3 and let I „(a) denote the number of edges in K(a).

Then

(4.5) £{/„}   = 3BI    Z* ~~3(logn)2.
fc = l   m=l  K'm

This result may be derived from Lemma 2.3 by a reasoning similar to that

given in Example 4.1. It follows, however, immediately from formula (4.4) and

the fact that, if Xy, ---^„is skew, then for every a the sides in K(a) are triangles

and hence we must have Ii:(a) = (3/2)//„(<r) and consequently £{/„} = (3/2)£{//„}.

Example 4.3. Let p = 2. From Theorem 3.1 we find the following formula

(due to Spitzer and Widom [3]) for the expectation of the length T„ of the bound-

ary of K

E{T„} = Ifi/Z  T») =^Il(nA-l)l(n-nA)\E{T(XA)}
n-    I   a I     ni A

(4.6) = 1 ¿t Q (k - 1) ! (n - k) ! £ {TÍS,)}

In the case p = 3 we have
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E(Tn)   = ^'(nAl - 1) KnM - 1) !(n - nAl - nAj)]E{T(XAl,XAl)}

= -, Z    Z     , ,     ,, "'-v.(k - 1) !(m - 1) !(n - k - m)\
(4.7) n\ k = 1 m = 1 k\m\(n-k-m)\

■E{T(Sk,Sk+m-Sk)}

= ^ítl^)£{r(5m'S'-SJ}-

Example 4.4.   As a last example we consider for p = 2 the area V„ of the

convex hull/C. From formula (3.10) we obtain in the same manner as above

(4.8) E(V„) = Î    Z *        E{T(Sm,Sk-Sm)}.
k-2 m = l    m\K — m)

If, in particular, the components X[x) and Xk2) of Xk have expectation 0 and

finite second moment, then n~1/2 S„ has a bivariate normal limiting distribution

and | n_1/2S„| is uniformly integrable in n. Thus

m-'l2(k-my"2E{T(Sm,Sk-Sm)}

(49) = E{T(m-ll2Sm,(k-myll2(Sk-Sm)}

C m -> co,

-> c       as    ]  ,
(. /c — m-> co ,

where c is a finite constant. In the case of rotational symmetry of the limiting

distribution it is easy to see that 2c = E{Xk(l)2} = E{Xl2)2}. It follows, by ele-

mentary calculations, that

(4.10) ^ZÀ^cn       as       „^oo.
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